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The hopscotch method is a time stepping scheme applicable to wide classes of spatially discretized, 
multi-space dimensional, time-dependent partial differential equations (PDEs). In this contribution 

attention is focussed on the simple odd-even hopscotch method (OEif.. Our aim is to present 

some interesting stability results of this method for convection-diffusion equations where the space 

discretization is carried out by standard symmetrical and/ or one-sided finite differences. Our con

tribution is split up in three parts. First, in Section 1, we give a general formulation of the time

stepping scheme and outline its main computational features. Section 2 is devoted to the second 

part. Here we discuss linear stability properties of the method in the multi-dimensional case. We 

present explicit expressions for the crittical time step based on the von Neumann condition. We 
show that in certain cases an increase of diffusion may render the process unstable, an observation 

which is in clear contrast to the common practice. This strange phenomenon can occur only in the 

higher dimensional case. The third part is contained in Section 3. Here we discuss the spectral 
condition, but only in one space dimension. In accordance with. results for the explicit Euler rule, 

we conclude that the spectral condition is misleading in the sense that it does not prevent large 

error growth. 

1. THE ODD-EVEN HOPSCOTCH SCHEME: SOME GENERAL ASPECTS 

In this section we briefly recall the OEH method which was first suggested by GORDON [3]. For an 

extensive discussion we refer to the work of Gourlay who invented the name hopscotch and made 

a thorough study of various techniques. Here we adopt his formulation [4-7]. 
Let the general form u1 =Lu represent an evolutionary problem for a system of PDEs in d space 

dimensions. Boundary conditions will not be specified here as we do not discuss their influence. 
So, unless mentioned otherwise, our study of the OEH method will be carried out as if we were 

studying the pure initial value problem. We let Lh be a finite difference replacement of the space 

operator L. Then, at the gridpoint xj, where j represents a multi-index (j 1, ••• ,)d). u, =Lu is 
replaced by the continuous time ordinary differential equation 

(l.1) 

In what follows it is supposed that L is of at most second order and that in each co-ordinate direc.

tion Lh is, at most, 3-point coupled on the, possibly nonuniform, grid. Consequently, with regard 

to convection-diffusion problems, we in fact suppose standard central or one-sided spatial 

differencing. 

l. The lecture is based on the joint papers HUNDSDORFER & VERWER [ 10] and TEN THIJE BooNKKAMP & 

VERWER [14]. I hereby gratefully acknowledge my colleagues for the pleasant co-operation. 
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According to GoURLAY [4-7] the OEH scheme for problem (1.1) is given by 

VJ+I =VJ+.,.qijLhVJ+r4>j+ILhur1, (1.2) 

where T=tn+I -t., VJ approximates Uj(t) at t=t., and 

4>j = 1 if (n + ~j;) is odd , 
j 

0 if (n + ~j;) is even . 
j 

(1.3) 

From the computational point of view the following points are of interest: 

1°. By writing down two successive steps of scheme (1.2), 

VJ+1=VJ+.,.qijLhVJ+.,.qij+1LhVJ+1, 

VJ+2=VJ+1 +'T<j>j+I LhUj+I +'T<j>r2LhVJ+2, 

(l.4a) 

(l.4b) 

its connection to the Peaceman-Rachford method [4-7) is shown. In particular, given a space 
grid, (1.4) may be interpreted as a 2-nd order integration formula using stepsize 2T for the 
ODE system defined by (l.1) (see also [9]). 

2°. The process consists of a componentwise application of the forward and backward Euler rule, 
in an alternately manner. For example, for odd points in the time-space mesh, (l.4a) is just 
the forward Euler scheme, while for the even points the backward Euler scheme is recovered. 
This suggests to first apply (l.4a), for a given n, on all the odd points, and then on all the 
even points. 
Due to the 3-point coupling the great practical advantage is then that for the j-th grid point 
the only implicitely defined unknown is VJ+ 1 itself. In other words, the computation is only 
diagonaly implicit and, specifically for convection-diffusion problems, often only scalar divi
sions are required. This is the most characteristic feature of the method and can also be 
exploited on a staggered grid [15). Further, the near-expliciteness of the scheme is advanta
geous for vectorizing it for use on a super-computer. Eric de Goede and Jan ten Thije 
Boonkkamp, of our department, are currently building a (portable) CDC 205 code of the 
OEH pressure correction scheme published.in [15). They will develop a similar code for an 
ADI type pressure correction scheme. 

3°. By implementing (1.4) in the so-called fast form 

n:=O odd: VJ+l=VJ+TLhVJ 
label •1f!+l=U'!+TLhlJ'!+I even: Vj 1 J 

even: VJ +2 =2VJ +1 -VJ (1.5) 

odd: VJ+ 2=VJ+ 1+-rLhVJ+2 

n:=n+2 odd: VJ+ 1=2Uj-Uj-1, gotolabel 

it follows that one step of (1.4) involves only one evaluation of Lh. Hence, if we leave out of 
consideration the eventual selution of the nonlinear equations, with respect to computational 
costs per step this fast form is as cheap as the simple forward Euler rule. 

4°. The fast form can be implemented using only one array of storage. It shall be evident that 
this may be of considerable interest to multi-dimensional problems. 

5°. The above·points are all positive for the method. Accepting the restriction to 3-point coupled 
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systems, two drawbacks should be mentioned. First, for parabolic problems, without first
order terms, the method is unoooditionally (line&rly)stable. This, however, is dca:ptive as we 
have only conditionally convergence due to the Du Fort-Frankel accuracy deficiency which 
implies that convergence takes place for a smaller set of rules for refinement of the time-space 
mesh than allowed by stability. This deficiency manifests itself by large error constants which 
increase if the space mesh is refined. On a fixed space mesh the resulting loss of accuracy can 
be easily overcome by standard (global) Richardson cxtrapolation.2 Unfortunately, it can be 
proved that the extrapolation procedure does not remove the OFF deficiency itself (I I (the 
conclusion made in [ 14) on this point is not correct). Second. for problems containing first· 
order terms, the method is conditionally stable. The critical values for the admissible time 
steps are close to that for the leap frog scheme (see section 2). 

2. THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL PROBLEM AND THE VON NEUMANN CONDITION 

In this section we derive the critical time step for von Neumann stability of the OEH scheme for 
the above model when combined with central and one-sided differences for the spatial discretiza
tion. We first consider the central difference scheme [ 14]. 

We now turn to stability properties of the OEH method, more precisely, to line&r stability pro
perties. Nonlinear phenomena, like e.g. discussed in (2), Ch.10, are very difficult to study for 
methods of the explicit-implicit type. We do not know of any interesting result in that direction. 
Our linear model is the d-space dimensional convection-diffusion equation 

u, +(q · V')ll =Eau, t>O, x eR' 

where u(x,l)ER represents the convected and diffused variable, the vector q=(q1 •... ,q,) the 

(constant) velocity, and E>O a diffusion parameter. 
Let hk be a constant mesh width in the k-th direction and Hk and c'll the corresponding central 

finite difference operators for the first and second derivative, r~-pectivcly. Then 4 can be written 
as 

4U1 ="2,l·-~Hk+-T8l]u1 . (summation from 1 tod) 
k 2hk hk 

The stability analysis exploits the equivalence to the leapfrog-OFF scheme. This equivalence 
emerges by eliminating variables at the time level 11+1 in equation (l.4b). For the odd points we 
then get the relation 

Uj+2=Uj+TL,.Uj+TLi,Uj+2 • 

and for the even ones 

2. ID fact, this simple, universal technique is attractive for any 2-nd order splitting method 
U= U" + l-!TF,(l •• U•)+ ,,,,F,(l. + h-r.ili 
U"+ 1 =U+ .,.,.F,(t •• 1.u• +1)+1?rF,(I, +.,.,.,i;) 

for the numerical integration of nonlinear ODE systems 
U= F(t, IJ)=.F 1(1, U)+ F2(1,/.l), 

as this method bas an even error expansion in r. This follows from symmetry properties. The prool follows 
readily from the material in section 2 of HJ. Stetter's paper 'Symmmir Two-Step Algorithm.• for Ordinary 
Differential EquationJ', Computing 5, 267-280, 1970. The easiest way to see this, is to write the method as a 
4-stage method containing ooly explicit and implicit Euler rules. 

(2.1) 
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q+2=2q+1_u;. (2.2) 

By evaluating the linear expression Lh Uj +1 at the odd points and inserting (2.2) at the occurring 

even ones. Relation (2.1) can be written as 

(I+ "2,2ak)V'j +1=(l-'2,2ok)U'j-"2,(ckHk-4Gkµk)UJ+ 1 , (2.3) 
k k k 

where µk is the standard averaging operator in the k-th direction and 

(2-4) 

Scheme (2.3) is the combined leapfrog Du Fort-Frankel scheme. From the ID-formula (this case 
was studied earlier in [7]) 

[ Uj:/:l-U'{:!:{) [ U'f:!:/-[U'f +U{+21+U'{Jl] 
CJ'i +2= V'/-2Tq +2TE 

J J 2.h h2 
(2.3') 

the combination is readily recognized. Note that (2.3) contains only grid values at the uncoupled 
set of odd numbered points in space and time. Thus, if we ignore the start and completion of the 
OEH process and consider only the odd numbered points, we may proceed with (2.3) for the 
investigation of linear stability. Note that Uj + 1 in (2.2) is a grid value at an odd point. Hence, if 
the computation at the uncoupled set of odd numbered points is stable, we have also stability at 
all even points. 

We shall now examine the stability of scheme (2.3). For this purpose we employ the classical 
method of VON NEUMANN [12]. So we introduce the Fourier mode 

V'j =1!'e;"0 X, w=(wh ... , wdf EIRd, gEC, i 2 = - I , 

and substitute into (2.3) to give 

(1 +a)e +(_L2ckisin</>k -4akcos<f>k)g-(l-a)=O, 
k 

where <Pk =wkhk and a=2(a1 + · · · +ad). In what follows we demand von Neumann stability in 
the strict sense, that is 

l~l.r;;l, all J</>kJ..;,,. 

Bearing in mind that a>O, as e>O, it then follows immediately from Th.6.1 in MILLER [11] that 
we have stability iff the complex number>-.. given by 

J...=.LrkCOS</>k -ckisin<f>k, rk ==2ak/a, 
k 

simslks I>-.. i ..; l for all I <f>k I ~"-
At this point we can make fruitful use of an interesting stability theorem due to HINDMARSH, 

GRESHO & GruFFITHS [8] which they used in their stability analysis of the forward Euler-central 
difference scheme. As ::?i:rk,,,;; I, >-..can be written as 

>-.. = 1--i~cksin<t>k+.Lrk(cos<f>k-l). 
k k 

Their stability theorem then says that I>-.. I ..; I for all I 1>k I ..;'IT iff ~rk..; l and 

~cUrk<O;I. 
k 
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Hence we can conclude immediately that this ccndition Is sufficient IIDd n~rv f<l!' von Noo-
mmm stability (in the strict sense) of scheme (2.3). · 

Let us examine (2.5). We have 

}:;c~lrk =~(-/;-)2 ~qf.;;;I, 
k k k k 

(2.6) 

and observe that the diffusion parameter E is absent in th.is condition. This i5 plausible beeaWIC the 
DFF scheme is unconditionally stable for !he pure diffusion problem u, = ~. Next :m inter©Sting 
situation arises if we put E = 0. Then scheme (2.3) reduces K• the leapfrog scheme for the pure con
vection problem which is known to be stable in the strict sense of voo Neumann iff the CFL con
dition holds: 

(2.7) 

Consequently, from Schwarz's inequality 

(2.8) 

. 
it follows that the stability conditions are more restrictive for < >0 than for E = 0. This implies that 
the critical time step, when considered as a function of t;;.O, is discontinuous and takes on only 
two values, one for E = 0 and a smaller one for all < >0. Hence if we add artificial diffusioo to the 
OEH scheme for the pure convection problem we might destabilize the process. This observation is 
in clear contrast to the common practice which learns us that introducing artificial diffusion has a 
stabilizing effect. 

Observe that we have equality in (2.8) iff hk I qk j is independent of k, so that OW)' m this case 
the restrictions on T and hk in (2.6 ), (2. 7) are identical. Of course, this is trivilllly so for d = l, If we 
put hk =h, then (2.6), (2.7) lead to the time step restrictions 

-r1o;;;h21c~:1qk 1>2. 
k 

(2.6') 

(2.7') 

We see tha1 when one of the velocities qk dominates, the critical time step ii. approximately 'ld 
times smaller than the critical time step impvsed by the CFL condition. 

We remark !hat the above pathological behaviour of the leapfrog-DFF scheme, and thus of the 
OEH scheme, has been observed earlier (see [ 13] and the references therein for numerical evi
dence). However, as far as we know, the expression for the critical time step unphed by (2.6) is 
new and first given in [14]. 

For the sake of comparison we give the suffident and necessary condiuons for von Neumann 
stability of the forward Euler-central difference scheme for our convection-diffusion equation (see 
[8] for an extensive discusswn) 

2: 2~.,. .;;1, 2:q~.,. .;;1. 
k hi, k 2< 

The second of these 1s known as L'1e convection-diffusion barrier. It shows that the forward-Euler 
central difference scheme becomes unconditionally unstable as •-0. In contrast, the OEH central 
difference scheme is stable for all <;;;.O under condition (2.6). 
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We conclude this section with the result for the OEH one-sided difference scheme (standard 
upwind or downwind for convection terms and central differences for the diffusion term). In case 
of one space dimension, the equivalent DFF type scheme reads, for q =qi ;;.O, 

UJ+ 1 =U'J-1f;-[+[UJ+UJ+1J-V'j.:'.l] +(di.ff. term as in (2.3')) (2.8) 

which is easily shown to be identical to (2.3') if we replace in (2.3') the diffusion parameter € by 
E + 1/zhq. The extra term 1/ihq is the common artificial diffusion coefficient. 

Along the lines of the derivation for the central scheme, it can now be proved that in the mul
tidimensional case the (strict) von Neumann stability condition is satisfied if and only if 

' [ qi ) [{+1/ihkiqki) l .,...~ 2: 2 .;;; . 
k E+Yzhk \qk I k hk 

(2.9) 

If we remove 1/ihk I qk I , condition (2.6) for the central scheme is recovered. 
It is of interest to note that, as contrasted with the derivation for the central scheme, the deriva

tion of (2.9) holds for all E;;.O (the quantity o introduced above is always positive due to the 
artificial diffusion). This implies that here the critical time step depends continuously on €;;.O. For 
E=O we thus recover again the CFL condition (2.7). Using Schwarz's inequality, it follows that 

[~'TI qk I )2 = [~'TI qk I (E+ 1hhk I qk I )i> ] 2
..,.; left hand side of (2.9) 

k hk k hk(E+ 1/zhk I qk I )JO 

with equality iff hkqk is independent of k. Consequently, like for the central scheme we have the 
unexpected result that without a diffusion term the one-sided scheme usually allows a larger time
step than with diffusion, provided d> 1. For d = 1 we get, uniformly in E;;.O, the CFL condition 
'T I q I ..,;h, like we found for the central scheme. 

For the sake of comparison, figure I shows the two maximal allowable stepsizes as a (linearly 
interpolated) function of E for the following case: d=2, q 1 =1, q2 =.I, h 1 =h2=11100. Despite 
the unconditional stability of the scheme for the purely parabolic problem, we observe that as £ 

increases the maximal time step of the one-sided scheme continuously decreases to a limit value, 
being the maximal value ot the central scheme for £>0. This last value is approximately a factor 
v'2 smaller than the maximal stepsize imposed by the CFL condition. 
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3. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM AND THE SPECTRAL CONDITION 

In Method of Lines papers the spectral condition is often employed to study the effect for large n 
of an error in the initial value if T,h are fixed. While being perfectly allright for the pure diffusion 
problem, for convection-diffusion equations this condition is known to lead to misleading results, 
unfortunately. In particular the simple forward Euler scheme has been used to illustrate this (see 
e.g. [2], sections 10.5, 10.6 and the references therein). 

Following [JO], we now briefly discuss the spectral condition property for the OEH method. 

Because for the hopscotch scheme the derivations are highly complicated, our discussion is 
confined to the homogeneous, one-space dimensional problem 

u(x, 0) given, O..;;x,,,;; 1, u(O,t)=u(l,t)=O, t ;;o.O, 

where q;>O, £>0. 

(3.1) 

For space discretization we take a uniform grid with mesh width h = l!(m + 1), and we use 
either standard central or upwind differencing for the convection term qux and standard central 
differences for the diffusion term EUxx. Let U(t)ERm represent the resulting semi-discrete approxi
mation on the space grid. This continuous time vector function is the solution to the linear, con
stant coefficient ODE initial value system 

U=AU, t>O, U(O)=UO, u0 given, (3.2) 

with A the finite difference matrix 

A= -...9....(-ET +E)+...£.(ET -21-E) (for central diff.) 
2h h2 

(3.3a) 

A= -f(-ET + l)+ h£2 (ET -21-E) (for one -sided diff.) (3.3b) 

E is the familiar shift operator in Rm, i.e., all entries of the matrix E are zero except those of the 

first upper diagonal which are equal to one. 
The 2-stage OEH scheme (2.4) now fits in the matrix-vector formulation 

un+I =U" +rl,,AU" +rlEAUn+I , 

un+2=un+t+.,.loAU"+2+ThAU"+I, 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

where 10 ,[E are diagonal m Xm matrices with entries either 0 or I. The j-th diagonal entry of 10 is 

1 if j is odd and 0 if j is even, while le =I-10 , l the unit matrix. Define A0 =Tl,,A and 
AE=.,.hA. Then the OEH finite difference scheme can be presented in the matrix-vector 
recurrence form 

and the (amplification) matrix T governs the stability of the scheme. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

For difference schemes like (3.5) a conventional definition of the celebrated Lax-Richtmyer sta
bility reads: a constant y>O exists such that for any initial function U0 

II U" 11.o;yll V 0 II (3.7) 

for all (even) n ;>0, O,,,;;nT..;;te with 1. fixed, while assuming some specific relation between T and 
h. Hereby, II · II is an appropriate vector norm on Rm. The present definition is equivalent to 

.requiring that II T" II be uniformly bounded, i.e. 
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llT"IJ<y (3.8) 

for all (even) n>O, O<n-r<te, and a specific relation between -r and h. Here llTll is the natural 
matrix norm induced by the vector norm II · II. 

Lax-Ricbtmyer stability guarantees that no error growth will occur if we fix time t and simul
taneously refine the time and space mesh in a specified way. Unfortunately, finding necessary 
and/or sufficient conditions on -r,h establishing Lax-Richtmyer stability may turn out to be very 
difficult, even for simple scalar problems like (3.1) (see also [17] and the references therein). A 
necessary condition is the spectral radius condition o(T).;;;I+O(-r) and sufficient is llTl!o;;l+O(-r) 

(uniformly in -r,h under the specific relation mentioned in the definition). 
If T is a normal matrix, then a(T)= llTll2, so that then the spectral radius condition 

o(T).;;1+0(-r) is both sufficient and necessary for Lax-Richtmyer stability in the Li-norm. Here 
the stability can be investigated by using Fourier transformations and the analysis is equivalent to 
von Neumann analysis. We emphasize that this analysis cannot be applied directly to the 
hopscotch scheme, because for this scheme eigenvectors of the operator A are not eigenvectors of 
T. However, as we have discussed in the previous section, von Neumann analysis is applicable by 
discharging half of the gridpoints. 

If T is not normal or other norms than the L,-norm are used, results are almost always hard to 
obtain. This is also the case for the present hopscotch scheme (3.5). For ex.ample, one can sqow 
[10] that if f=O and one-sided dilferences are used (omitting the right boundary condition), we 
have II Tl100 <1 iff the CFL condition -rq <h is satisfied. However, to our experience, if f>O there is 
no feasible way to deriving results on Lax-Ricbtmyer stability. For this reason we now resort to 
another, but weaker form of stability. 

ln what follows we shall require inequality (3.8) for fixed h. This form of (fixed-h) stability deals 
with the effect of an error in the initial value u• if we fix -r and h and let n4oo. It is usually 
more tractable to investigate than Lax-Richtmyer stability via the following result from linear alge
bra 

!°~llT"IJ<oo ~ a(T)<I and any eigenvalue i\ of T with li\I =I is not defect. (3.9) 

We note that this result assumes that T is of fixed dimension, which is not the case in the Lax
Richtmyer definition. In literature, the condition of the right-hand side of (3.9) is often called the 
(fixed-h) spectral condition. 

In [I OJ it is proved that the hopscotch scheme (3.5) satisfie> this spectral condition, if and only 
if -r is restricted to 

,,:i.(q 2 -4f?-th 2)<h 2 (for central di ff.) 

no restriction on -r ;;i.o (for one - sided dif f. ) 
(3.!0a) 

(3.!0b) 

The proof of this result is rather complicated and too long to reproduce here. The unconditional 
(fix.ed-h) stability of the one-sided scheme also holds for (=O, omitting the right boundary condi
tion. 

Comparing (3.10) with the (von Neumann) conditions (3.6), (3.9) ford= I, which yield the fam
iliar CPL condition -rqor;.h, we see that the spectral condition allows a much larger time step. The 
central scheme is even unconditionally (fix.ed-h) stable if h I q I <;2f, while this holds for the one
sided scheme for any h. This difference requires an explanation, the more so because as -r,h-.0, the 
CFL condition must be obeyed for getting convergence. 
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FIGURE 2. The plots represent log1o(l + II u2n Iii) as a function of n. The three upper plots be
long to the central scheme, and the three lower ones to the one-sided scheme. The 
integer numbers i =0(1)8 correspond to T according to T= l/(40-2i). Further, 
h=l/40, q=l, £=0.01, u(x,O)=sin(?Tx). The case i=O corresponds to the CFL 
condition and i=8 yields the maximal T-value allowed by condition (3.!0a). 

Assuming strict inequality, the spectral condition implies llT"ll-+0 as n--HxJ. Unfortunately, it 
tells us nothing about the magnitude of llT"ll for finite n. In fact, while (3.10) is satisfied, it may 
well occur that for finite n the solution first grows enormously before it decays to zero. The growth 
may be so large that from a computational point of view we can no longer call the computation 
stable. The plots of figure 2 (copied from [l OD serve to illustrate this. Of interest is that for the 
one-sided scheme, which is identical to the central scheme with E replaced by £+ 'hh I q I. the 
growth remains reasonably small. In this ID-example diffusion helps for getting more stability. 
Note that the vertical (logarithmic) scaling differs per plot. We emphasize that the initial decay of 
the solutions, which happens for all stepsizes, is due to our very smooth initial function. With a 
less smooth u(x, 0), we get the same pictures, but without initial decay and with a stronger inter
mediate growth. 
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